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McCain or Obama? 
Michigan Debates Decision 2008 
 
Hosted by Grand Valley's Hauenstein Center for Presidential Studies, Michigan Senator 
Buzz Thomas supported Senator Barack Obama's candidacy for president of the United 
States, while veteran republican politico G. J. Rusty Hills championed John McCain. 
 
"The exchange between Buzz Thomas and Rusty Hills was extraordinarily informative 
and helpful in clarifying issues in this campaign.  In many ways, it was more helpful than 
the speeches and debates by the candidates themselves.  The debaters were respectful and 
dignified, but their explanations demonstrated clear differences in philosophy and policy 
between the candidates in a way that has not been matched in most other venues." 
 
~Dr. Jeffrey Chamberlain, director 
Honors College, Grand Valley State University 
  
 
 
Sketch by Ellen Lundgren, freshman art major at Grand Valley State University.
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